Calculated oscillator strengths for the strongest lines of cosmochronological interest in the visible spectrum of singly ionized uranium (U II)
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ABSTRACT

This work reports new calculations of radiative parameters for spectral lines of cosmochronological interest in singly ionized uranium. More precisely, a pseudo-relativistic Hartree-Fock model including core-polarization effects has been employed to compute the oscillator strengths corresponding to the strongest U II transitions in the visible wavelength range. The results obtained in the present investigation appear to be in reasonable agreement with the most accurate experimental data, reducing in that way the large scattering observed between the formerly published $gf$ values. This allowed us to provide a list of 38 lines that could be used by astrophysicists as cosmochronometers in future studies to determine stellar ages from uranium radioactive decay.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Oscillator strengths for radiative transitions in singly ionized uranium are of paramount importance in astrophysics, in particular in cosmochronology. It is indeed well known that the use of a long-lived radioisotope can be used to estimate the age of a star. Up until a few years ago, $^{232}$Th, with a half-life of 14 Gyr, was used to date galactic stars (Butcher 1987, François et al. 1993, Cowan et al. 1999) but this radioisotope decays by approximately twice the lifetime of the Universe, and, as pointed out by Goriely & Clerbaux (1999), new accurate observations of heavy radioactive elements would be necessary to improve the accuracy of cosmochronometry analyses. More particularly, $^{238}$U, with a half-life of 4.5 Gyr, represents a much more precise age indicator. Furthermore, the ratio U/Th might be a better cosmochronometer than either previously used Th/Eu or Th/Dy ratios, because of the much smaller mass difference between thorium and uranium than between either one of these two elements and the lighter lanthanides.

However, uranium is very hard to detect in stars. In 2001, Cayrel et al. (2001a) reported the first observation of a spectral line at a wavelength of $3859.57 \, \text{Å}$, from singly ionized uranium, in the very metal-poor star BPS CS31082-001. This star, also called Cayrel’s star, was found to be more metal deficient than the globular clusters, and was likely born in the Galaxy during very early times. This measurement, carried out with the high-resolution UVES spectrograph of the ESO/VLT telescope, gave rise to the determination of the age of formation of U and Th in the early Galaxy, using, for the first time, the U/Th ratio. The derived uranium abundance yielded an age $12.5 \pm 3 \, \text{Gyr}$, which led to the best estimate of the age of the Galaxy and consequently provided a lower limit to the age of the Universe. However, as mentioned by Cayrel et al. (2001b), the accuracy of this uranium dating is still affected by uncertainties in the measured abundance ratio, and in the calculated U/Th production ratio. The improvement of this situation depends not only on a better estimation of the production ratio U/Th, on advances in nuclear astrophysics models and on the investigation of other stars in which U and Th can be detected, but also on a comprehensive knowledge of the radiative properties for the potentially observable spectral lines, notably for the strongest U II electric dipole transitions.

To our knowledge, there have been very few available calculations of radiative parameters for singly ionized uranium so far. The main reason is that the complexity of the strongly mixed states involved in the lowest configurations, with five electrons distributed on the $5f$, $6d$, $7s$, and $7p$ subshells, and the fragmentary knowledge of the experimental spectrum of this ion made theoretical computations extremely difficult. Most of the available oscillator strengths were deduced from quite old line intensities measured on arc spectra (Meggers, Corliss & Schribner 1961, Corliss & Bozman 1962, Voigt 1975, Corliss 1976, Kurucz 1995) if we except the results published by Nilsson et al. (2002) who obtained accurate $gf$ values by combining branching fraction measurements with laboratory lifetimes determined using laser spectroscopy (Lundberg et al. 2001). These latter data concern however only a small number of strong U II lines.
2 AVAILABLE ATOMIC DATA IN U II

In their critical compilation related to actinides, Blaise & Wyatt (1992) listed some preliminary U II energy levels, using the emission lines listed by Steinhaus et al. (1971) and Palmer, Keller & Englman (1980), thus updating the previous estimates published by Brewer (1971). An uranium hollow-cathode Fourier transform spectrum between 1800 and 42 000 cm$^{-1}$ was then combined with previous visible and ultraviolet spectra by Blaise et al. (1994), available to determine the numerical values for 354 and 809 energy levels belonging to the four odd configurations 5f$^3$7s, 5f$^3$7p, 5f$^2$7s, 5f$^2$7p, and to the six even configurations 5f$^4$7s, 5f$^4$6d, 5f$^4$6d$^2$, 5f$^4$6d$^2$7s, 5f$^4$6d$^7s$, 5f$^4$6d$^7p$, respectively.

More recently, Meftah et al. (2017) used a parametric approach based on the Cowan (1981) codes to classify the lowest energy levels in singly ionized uranium. This work led to the identification of 253 levels belonging to the odd-parity configurations 5f$^3$7s$^2$ + 5f$^3$7p$^2$ + 5f$^3$7s + 5f$^3$7p + 5f$^3$, using 24 adjustable and 64 constrained radial parameters, with a root mean square (rms) deviation of 60 cm$^{-1}$. In the even parity, 125 levels were classified using a multiconfiguration basis including 5f$^4$7s + 5f$^4$6d + 5f$^4$6d$^2$ + 5f$^4$6d$^2$7s + 5f$^4$6d$^7s$ + 5f$^4$6d$^7p$ by 22 free parameters with an rms deviation of 84 cm$^{-1}$. Moreover, a separate semi-empirical model, including only the higher even configurations 5f$^3$7s7p and 5f$^3$6d7p, led to the tentative classification of 12 energy levels within these configurations. Unfortunately, for these two configurations, the semi-empirical parametrisation fitting has to be limited to the adjustment of average energies and spin-orbit $\Sigma f$ integrals, the quantitative evaluation of configuration interaction effects within the whole group 5f$^4$(7s + 6d) + 5f$^2$(6d + 7s)$^3$ + 5f$^3$7s7p having been tried unsuccessfully. Finally, the parametrical study of Meftah et al. (2017) allowed them to re-examine the high resolution ultraviolet spectrum of uranium recorded about 30 yr earlier at the Meudon Observatory. This led to the classification of 451 additional U II lines in the wavelength region 2344–2955 Å and the identification of one new level belonging to the 5f$^4$6d$^7p$ configuration.

As regards the radiative decay rates, the first measurements of relative line intensities in U II were obtained from emission arc spectra by Meggers et al. (1961), Corliss and Bozman (1962), Voigt (1975), and Corliss (1976). In the atlas of uranium lines published by Palmer et al. (1980), relative intensities were listed for 4928 U I and 431 U II emission spectral lines between 11 000 and 26 000 cm$^{-1}$. The oscillator strengths of the lines at $\lambda = 3859.571$ Å and $\lambda = 4050.041$ Å were later determined by Chen & Borzileri (1981) who combined experimental lifetime measurements of the upper levels with unpublished branching fractions. Oscillator strengths were also reported for about 100 U II lines by Henrion, Fabry & Remy (1987) from relative intensities measured on a hollow-cathode lamp spectrum. In his data base, Kurucz (1995) listed oscillator strengths and transition probabilities for many U II lines based on the experimental data reported by Meggers et al. (1961), Corliss (1976), and Chen and Borzileri (1981). Finally, about 20 yr ago, accurate radiative lifetimes were measured by Lundberg et al. (2001), using laser-induced fluorescence technique, for six even-parity energy levels of singly ionized uranium located at 23 315.090 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 9/2$), 24 684.132 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 9/2$), 25 714.049 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 13/2$), 26 191.309 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 13/2$), 28 154.450 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 11/2$), and 30 341.675 cm$^{-1}$ ($J = 15/2$). Experimental oscillator strengths for 57 U II lines in the region 3500–6700 Å were then determined by combining these latter radiative lifetimes with new branching fractions deduced from line intensity measurements performed using Fourier transform spectroscopy (Nilsson et al. 2002).

3 OSCILLATOR STRENGTH CALCULATIONS

Reliable atomic structure calculations in U II must take intravalence, core–valence, and core–core correlations into account, in addition to relativistic effects. In our work, we used the pseudo-relativistic HFR method (Cowan, 1981), in which the largest part of the intravalence correlation is represented by explicitly including a set of electronic configurations in the physical model, while the effects of core-excited configurations are modelled by a CPOL potential. As described e.g. by Quinet et al. (1999, 2002) and Quinet (2017) for atomic systems with $n$ valence electrons, the one-particle operator of this potential can be written as

$$V_{\text{p1}} = -\frac{1}{2}\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{r_i^2}{(r_i^2 + r_c^2)^3},$$

where $\alpha_d$ is the dipole polarizability of the ionic core and $r_c$ is a suitable cut-off radius which is arbitrarily chosen as a measure of the size of the ionic core.

In addition, the interaction between the modified electric fields experienced by the valence electrons gives rise to a two-particle contribution given by

$$V_{\text{p2}} = -\alpha_d \sum_{i>j} \frac{r_i r_j}{(r_i^2 + r_j^2 + r_c^2)^{3/2}}.$$  

For consistency, in this HFR+CPOL method, the transition radial integral ($P_{\text{nl}}|r|P_{\text{n'l'}}$) has also to be replaced by

$$\left\langle P_{\text{n'l'}} \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_d}{(r^2 + r_c^2)^{3/2}} \right) |P_{\text{n'l'}} \right\rangle.$$  

Moreover, in order to allow for a more accurate treatment of the penetration of the core by the valence electrons, a further correction has been included in our model. This correction, originally introduced by Hameed, Herzenberg & James (1968) and Hameed (1972), consists in the addition of the core-penetration term

$$\frac{1}{r_c^3} \int_0^{r_c} P_{\text{nl}}(r) r P_{\text{n'l'}}(r) dr.$$  

to the integral

$$\left\langle P_{\text{n'l'}}(r) \frac{r}{(r^2 + r_c^2)^{3/2}} |P_{\text{n'l'}}(r) \right\rangle$$  

appearing in equations (2) and (3).

In this study, the configurations retained in the calculations were those presented by Meftah et al. (2017) as being the most interacting ones in the lowest part of the energy level spectrum, namely 5f$^3$7s$^2$, 5f$^3$6d$^7s$, 5f$^2$7p, 5f$^3$ for the odd parity, and 5f$^4$7s, 5f$^4$6d, 5f$^4$6d$^2$7s, 5f$^4$6d$^2$7s, 5f$^4$6d$^2$7s, 5f$^4$6d$^2$7p for the even parity. This represents a total of 3237 and 6039 energy levels in each parity, respectively.
Figure 1. Electron probability density ($\sum P_{nl}^2$) of the ionic core in the ground configuration (5f$^3$7s$^2$) of U II. The value of the cut-off radius used in the HFR+CPOL calculations ($r_c = 0.75 \, a_0$) is also shown in the figure. It represents the distance at which the electron probability density falls to 10 per cent of its maximum value, as suggested by Hameed (1972).

Since the configurations mentioned here above explicitly include a part of the correlation out of the 5f$^2$ ionic core, CPOL effects were considered using the dipole polarizability, $\alpha_d$, equal to 9.79 $a_0^3$ as tabulated by Fraga, Karwowski & Saxena (1976) for the U V ion. However, as mentioned, for example, by Hibbert (1982), the cut-off radius, $r_c$, is not unambiguously defined. In this work, we used $r_c = 0.75 \, a_0$ which represents the distance at which the total probability density of the ionic core orbitals falls to 10 per cent of its maximum value, as suggested by Hameed (1972). Fig. 1 shows the calculated probability density of the core in the ground configuration 5f$^3$7s$^2$, together with the $r_c$ value used in the computations. We noticed that, when using these $\alpha_d$ and $r_c$ CPOL parameters, all the $\langle 6d | r | 7p \rangle$ and $\langle 7s | r | 7p \rangle$ electric dipole transition radial integrals were reduced by 20–25 per cent. However, for the singly ionized uranium, the analytical CPOL correction to the dipole operator introduced in equation (3) is no longer valid for transitions involving 5f electrons, the latter being deeply imbedded inside the closed 6s$^2$6p$^6$ subshells, as shown in Fig. 2. Instead, in order to take polarization effects into account for the 5f–6d transitions, the uncorrected $\langle 5f | r | 6d \rangle$ radial integrals were scaled down by the factor 0.80, in a similar way to that used for computing the 4f–5d transitions in lowly ionized lanthanides (see e.g. Biémont et al. 2001; Li et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2001; Biémont, Quinet & Ryabchikova 2002).

Finally, in order to reduce as much as possible the differences between calculated and available experimental energy levels, the fitted radial parameters reported by Meftah et al. (2017) were adopted for the five odd- and the seven even-parity configurations included in our physical model. As a reminder, for the odd configurations, Meftah et al. were able to fit up to 253 experimental energy levels with a final rms deviation of 60 cm$^{-1}$ using 22 free and 64 constrained parameters among the average energies ($E_\alpha$), the monoconfiguration and configuration interaction (CI) electrostatic integrals ($F_k$, $G_k$, $R_k$), the spin-orbit parameters ($\zeta_{nl}$), the effective interaction operators ($\alpha, \beta, \gamma$) and Slater forbidden parameters within the whole group of configurations 5f$^2$7s$^2$ + 5f$^3$6d$^7$s + 5f$^4$6d$^2$ + 5f$^5$7p + 5f$^6$.

The semi-empirical fitting procedure was a little less satisfactory in the even parity, Meftah et al. (2017) being forced to separate their parametric analysis into two groups of configurations, i.e. 5f$^2$7s +
the levels of interest, i.e. those involved in the strongest transitions model with the fitted parameters taken from Meftah el al. (2017), gathering all these seven even configurations together in the same

\[ \begin{array}{cccccc}
E_{5f^4 6d} & E_{5f^2 6d^2 7s} & E_{5f^2 6d 7s^2} & E_{5f^2 6d^3} & \text{on the one hand, and} & E_{5f^7 7p} & \text{on the other hand. For the first group, an rms deviation of} 84 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{was found for 125 energy levels fitted with 22 radial parameters of the same type as those used in the odd parity. However, the interpretation of energy level structure of the second group with the same parametric method could only be carried out by adjusting only the average energies } E_{av} \text{ and spin-orbit } \xi \text{ integrals, leading to an rms deviation of 441 cm}^{-1} \text{ for 12 energy levels. In our work, when gathering all these seven even configurations together in the same model with the fitted parameters taken from Meftah el al. (2017), we found a rather good average energy deviation of 280 cm}^{-1} \text{ for the levels of interest, i.e. those involved in the strongest transitions reported in Section 4.}
\end{array} 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In view of their potential future use in cosmochronological studies, only the strongest spectral lines in singly ionized uranium were considered in this work. More precisely we limited our investigation to the electric dipole transitions for which the HFR+CPOL loggf values were found to be larger than \(-1\). It was moreover noticed that most of the weaker transitions, i.e. with loggf < \(-1\), were affected by cancellation effects. As a reminder, in order to calculate the oscillator strength for a transition between the atomic states \(\beta J\) and \(\beta' J'\), the line strength has to be computed

\[ S = |(\langle \beta J | P^{(1)} | \beta' J' \rangle)^2 | 
\]

Table 1. Strongest visible spectral lines in U ii. The transitions listed are limited to those for which the loggf values, computed in this work, are greater than \(-1.0\).
where making numerical calculations from (10), it is thus worthwhile to destructive interference effects, in particular for weak lines. In

\[ S = \sum |y_{\gamma J}|^2 \gamma J \]

This sum represents a mixing of amplitudes that frequently leads to intermediate coupling and configuration interaction mixing:

\[ |\beta J| = \sum y_{\gamma J} |\gamma J| \]

We may then write (7) in the form

\[ S'(1/2) = \sum_{\gamma} y_{\gamma J}^* (\gamma J |[P(1)| |J'|') |y_{\gamma J}'| \]

Its square root

\[ S'(1/2) = |\beta J'| |P(1)| |\beta J'| \]

According to Cowan (1981), very small CF values (typically smaller than about 0.05) indicate that the corresponding line strengths may be expected to show large uncertainties. In Fig. 3, cancellation factors are plotted as a function of log \( g_f \) for all \( L \parallel \) transitions. We can clearly note that most of lines with log \( g_f \) stronger transitions, with log \( g_f \) do not appear to be affected by cancellation effects.

Such strong transitions, involving energy levels up to 30 342 cm\(^{-1}\), are reported in Table 1. This corresponds to 38 \( L \parallel \) spectral lines appearing in the wavelength range from 3337 and 4627 Å. For these lines, our log \( g_f \) values are compared with the ‘old’ data deduced from emission line intensity measurements by Corliss (1976), Chen and Borzilleri (1981), Henriot et al. (1987) and Kurucz (1995), as well as with the more recent and more accurate experimental values obtained by Nilsson et al. (2002). It can be observed, from Table 1, that our calculated oscillator strengths are in reasonable agreement with the latter measurements, the mean relative difference between both sets of \( g_f \) values being found to be equal to 25 per cent if we except four lines at 3670.068, 3865.916, 4155.409, and 4241.664 Å, for which our HFR+CPOL results are about a factor of 2 smaller than the experimental oscillator strengths of Nilsson et al. (2002). It is worth noting however that, three of these

\[ CF = \left[ \frac{\sum |y_{\gamma J}^* < \gamma J |[P(1)| |J'|') |y_{\gamma J}'| > y_{\gamma J}'|}{\sum |y_{\gamma J}^* < \gamma J |[P(1)| |J'|') |y_{\gamma J}'| > y_{\gamma J}'|} \right]^2 \]
transitions are characterized by the same upper even-parity level at 28 154.451 cm$^{-1}$, which was found to be extremely mixed, and thus very sensitive to small changes in the eigenvector composition. Indeed, for this level, our calculations led to a main $LS$ component, i.e. 5f$^4$1d7p $^9$L$_{1/2}$, as weak as 7 per cent, to be compared with 18 per cent obtained by Meftah et al. (2017) using a much more limited physical model.

For four other spectral lines, at $\lambda = 3337.785$, 3623.057, 4172.973, and 4178.995 Å, our computed log $gf$ values are given between square brackets in Table 1 to indicate that the corresponding results are likely to be affected by larger uncertainties. This is due to the fact that, for the two upper even-parity levels involved in these transitions, it was extremely difficult to establish a trustworthy correspondence between the experimental values, i.e. $E = 28 507.894$ and $30 240.416$ cm$^{-1}$, and the calculated ones, the retained theoretical levels being moreover very strongly mixed, with main $LS$ components not exceeding 5 per cent, according to our calculations. These two levels were by the way not classified in the recent parametric analysis of the U II spectrum by Meftah et al. (2017).

The strength of intermediate coupling and configuration interaction characterizing the U II energy level structure is illustrated in Table 2 where the first three $LS$ components, as calculated in this work, are given for all the levels involved in the transitions listed in Table 1. It is clear that the majority of levels appear to be extremely mixed, preventing any reliable spectroscopic designation. This is particularly the case for the even parity in which many levels were found to be the mixture of numerous significant contributions (sometimes up to 20) of comparable amplitudes.

A qualitative comparison between the strongest experimental and theoretical transitions is shown in Fig. 4, in which all the U II visible spectral lines observed by Palmer et al. (1980) with measured intensities greater than 10 are compared to those calculated in this work with weighted transition probabilities, $gA$, larger than $10^7$ s$^{-1}$. It is clearly seen that the overall agreement between both spectra is very satisfactory.

It is also particularly interesting to consider the line at 3859.571 Å, which was used as cosmochronometer by Cayrel et al. (2001a). For this line, our $gf$ value of 0.875 is in excellent agreement with the accurate experimental result reported by Nilsson et al. (2002), i.e. $gf = 0.857$, whereas all the previous data were very scattered between $gf$ values so different as 0.240 (Corliss 1976), 0.625 (Chen and Borzilleri 1981), 0.190 (Henriot et al. 1987), and 0.785 (Kurucz 1995).

Finally, it was found that CPOL effects considered in our physical model have a major influence on the final oscillator strengths, the mean ratio $g_{HFR} / g_{CPOL}$ being found to be equal to 0.57. These effects, which are assumed to take account of the most important core–valence and core–core correlations, are expected to be much larger than those of intravalence correlations not explicitly considered in our multiconfiguration expansions. It was indeed verified that our computed transition rates were slightly sensitive to additional valence configurations. More precisely, in a first step, the configurations 5f$^27s^27p$, 5f$^6d7s7p$, 5f$^6d^27p$, 5f$^27s7p$, and 5f$^6d7p$ were investigated. By comparing a nine-configuration ab initio HFR calculation (including 5f$^6s^2$, 5f$^6d7s$, 5f$^6d^2$, 5f$^7s$, 5f$^6d$, 5f$^6d7s^2$, 5f$^6d^27s$, 5f$^7s7p$, and 5f$^6d7p$) with a fourteen-configuration calculation (adding 5f$^27s^27p$, 5f$^6d7s7p$, 5f$^6d^27p$, 5f$^27s7p^2$, and 5f$^6d7p^2$) the effect of the latter five configurations was estimated and found rather small. Indeed, the mean difference for the strongest lines (log $gf > 1$) was 0.09 dex, which corresponds to a relative discrepancy of a few percent. When adding 5f$^6s7d$, 5f$^6d7d$, 5f$^7d$, 5f$^7s^27d$, and 5f$^6d^27d$ to the nine-configuration expansion, the mean difference was then 0.05 dex. Finally, the inclusion of the 5f$^7s7s$, 5f$^6d8s$, 5f$^6d^28s$, 5f$^27s^28s$, 5f$^6d7p$, and 5f$^6d8p$ was found to affect the log $gf$ values by less than 0.04 dex.

5 CONCLUSION

This work represents the first attempt to establish a reliable list of U II spectral lines that could be used in cosmochronology, corresponding to 38 strong electric dipole transitions in the wavelength visible region. To do so, a pseudo-relativistic HFR model including CPOL corrections was employed to compute the oscillator strengths, the latter being found in satisfactory overall agreement with the most accurate experimental data, where available. In view of the complexity of the U II spectrum, it is clear, however, that additional efforts, on both the experimental and theoretical sides, are still needed for improving the accuracy of the radiative parameters in this spectrum of high cosmochronological interest.
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